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Abstract — The NASA InSight lander arrived at Mars on
November 26, 2018 on a unique science mission to study the
interior of the red planet. InSight’s instrument suite is
investigating the geophysical characteristics of Mars, providing
a glimpse into the formation and evolution of the planet and
other similar Earth-like terrestrial bodies. Upon landing, the
mission entered the Instrument Deployment Phase (IDP) to
survey, deploy, and install the SEIS, WTS, and HP3 elements
onto the Martian surface.

designed and built by Lockheed Martin Space (LM). JPL
managed the delivery of the international payloads and
directed the design, development, and installation of the other
payload elements.
InSight is peering into the early evolution of terrestrial
planets with two science goals: understanding how rocky
planets have formed and evolved, and determining whether
Mars is tectonically active. To meet these goals, the mission
is investigating the size and properties of the core, the
thickness and structure of the crust, the structure and
composition of the mantle, the interior heat flow flux, and the
power and frequency of ‘mars-quakes’ [1].

InSight is the first mission to robotically deploy and release
payloads on another planet. The IDP spanned 52 tactical shifts
over 87 sols as the team worked through unique challenges to
characterize the workspace, prepare the robotic arm, deploy the
payloads, and commission the instruments. This paper discusses
the pre-landing and on-surface work that led to the deployment
of the three surface elements and shares selected challenges and
lessons learned. InSight has now entered the heat probe
penetration and science monitoring phase for the remainder of
its one Martian year (26 Earth month) prime mission.

Two of the mission’s science objectives require deploying
payloads to the surface. Seismology is done with the Seismic
Experiment for Interior Structure (SEIS) seismometer. SEIS
is extremely sensitive and is covered with the Wind and
Thermal Shield (WTS) to isolate it from the Martian
environment. Heat flow sensing is performed with the Heat
Flow and Physical Properties Package (HP3), which uses a
‘mole’ to burrow into the Martian crust and take heat flow
measurements at various depths.
A third science
investigation detects changes in the planet’s shape using
precision radiometric location determination via X-band
communications between the lander’s antennas and the Deep
Space Network on Earth.
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With the installation of SEIS, WTS, and HP3 onto the Martian
surface, InSight is the first mission to perform precision
robotic placement and release of payloads on another planet.
This paper focuses on the preparation and execution of the
Instrument Deployment Phase (IDP). The IDP consisted of
32 pre-planned sols (Martian days) of activities to survey,
deploy, and install the payloads. Successful deployment
spanned 52 tactical shifts and 87 sols on the surface.
Additional mission background and discussion of the other
phases and science investigations can be found in other
conference publications [2] [3].

1. INTRODUCTION
Launched on May 5, 2018, the InSight (Interior Exploration
using Seismic Investigations, Geodesy, and Heat Transport)
lander arrived at Mars on November 26, 2018. The mission’s
objective is to understand the interior of Mars and provide
clues into the processes that shape rocky planets like Earth.
InSight is a part of NASA’s Discovery Program and was
selected in the 2012 competition. The mission is managed by
the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL), with the flight system
978-1-7821-2734-7/20/$31.00 ©2020 IEEE

2. MISSION OVERVIEW
The InSight flight system is based on the design of the
Phoenix Mars lander with upgraded avionics similar to the
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Juno and GRAIL missions [4]. InSight was launched on an
Atlas V 401 rocket and was the first interplanetary launch
from Vandenberg Air Force Base in California. The launch
also carried the two Mars Cube One (MarCO) CubeSats,
which trailed InSight to Mars on a technology demonstration
mission to relay Entry, Descent, and Landing (EDL)
telemetry [5]. EDL telemetry was also collected by the Mars
Reconnaissance Orbiter, but the architecture of its
communications system resulted in a downlink delay.
InSight performed several trajectory correction maneuvers in
cruise to target a landing at Mars’s Elysium Planitia. This
region was selected due to its mostly flat terrain with few
rocks. InSight did not have the ability to actively target an
obstacle-free landing site, and the 99th-percentile landing
ellipse was a significant 27 x 110 km [6].
The EDL phase began with a ballistic atmospheric
deceleration before releasing a supersonic parachute. Final
powered descent was on 12 engines to a soft 2.4 m/s
touchdown speed. After detecting touchdown and shutting
off the engines, the lander autonomously deployed the solar
arrays and took pictures of the landing site [3]. EDL telemetry
and the first images were relayed by both MarCO spacecraft.
Deployed Payload Overview
The InSight payload suite includes many elements, shown in
Figure 1 [7]. The SEIS, WTS, and HP3 elements were
deployed to the surface using the lander’s arm.
Seismic Experiment for Interior Structure (SEIS) is a pair
of three-axis seismometers in one instrument. The short
period seismometer collects high frequency measurements
and the sensitive Very Broadband (VBB) seismometer is a
trio of sensors that can detect movements smaller than the
width of a hydrogen atom. This incredible sensitivity required
SEIS to be placed on the surface to isolate it from lander

noise. Three translatable feet allowed SEIS to level itself on
tilted terrain up to 13 degrees. SEIS interfaces to the lander
via a stiff tether, and the tether noise is isolated by separating
two plates on the Load Shunt Assembly (LSA). The Wind
and Thermal Shield (WTS) surrounds SEIS to minimize
diurnal temperature swings and wind noise.
Heat Flow and Physical Properties Probe (HP3) is a selfhammering heat probe ‘mole’ that is capable of penetrating 5
meters into the crust. The mole was deployed to the surface
inside a support structure, which also contained an
engineering tether connected to the lander and a science
tether connected to the mole. As the mole hammers, it takes
tilt measurements and draws the science tether behind it. Heat
flux is measured with temperature sensors in the science
tether, which can be from the natural environment or from the
mole’s heater. The HP3 payload suite also includes a deckmounted radiometer to measure surface brightness.

3. IDP OVERVIEW
The IDP began on landing day and concluded on February
25, 2019 with confirmation that the HP3 mole had been
released from its support structure. The phase scope included
surveying the terrain in front of the lander, deployment of the
payloads, and installation activities of the SEIS instrument
after it was placed on the surface. The robotic arm’s reachable
area for deployments is called the ‘workspace’. JPL surface
operations was supported by the LM flight system team and
international teams for payload operations and science.
All activities within the IDP were grouped into 32 preplanned sols of activities referred to as ‘sol indexes’. Most
indexes were success-oriented, meaning the team required
confirmation of the previous sol’s execution prior to planning
and uplinking the next index’s activities. The indexes were
originally planned to span 54 sols, accommodating

Figure 1. Illustration of the InSight lander with the payloads deployed [7].
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days/holidays off and sols with large data downlink volumes.
The team only worked Earth prime shift rather than working
‘Mars time’, which would continuously change working
hours to follow the daytime of the 24.6-hour Martian day.
Deployment Timeline
The sol indexes were managed in the deployment timeline.
Each index was assigned a letter to differentiate it from the
on-surface sol count. The timeline captured the arm activities
and concurrent payload activities. Activities within and
across indexes were optimized to install the instruments into
their final surface positions as quickly and safely as possible.
The timeline matured through project verification and
validation (V&V), deployment-focused test campaigns, and
operational readiness tests. Liens and threats against the
timeline were tracked in case certain surface situations were
encountered. Surface activities were grouped by focus:
•

Checkout activities (Indexes A – E): Landing and first
images, payload checkout, arm checkout and unstowing,
release of camera covers, lander deck imaging.

•

Instrument site certification (F – H): Imaging of the
full workspace, SEIS on-deck characterization, selection
of preferred deployment locations, closer detailed
imaging of preferred areas, deployment site selection.

•

SEIS deployment and site acceptance (I – V):
Unstowing of the grapple, final site approval, SEIS
capture, deployment, release, SEIS leveling and
recentering, tether storage box release, LSA opening,

SEIS level low, grapple restowing, pinning mass
adjustment.
•

WTS deployment (W – Z): Capture, deployment,
release, placement certification over SEIS.

•

HP3 deployment (AA – AF): Capture, deployment,
release, placement certification, mole release, phase
completion certification.

The timeline captured the pre-requisites and evaluation
criteria for every surface activity. Dependencies were tracked
and governed by ‘Go/No-Go’ (GNG) evaluations. GNGs
specified the necessary downlink review assessments and
categorized each assessment’s priority as required (must
have), robustness (could proceed without), or ancillary
(good-to-know information). Meeting the criteria led to a ‘go’
to proceed with the next index’s activities. In the event of a
‘no-go’, the timeline also identified post-requisite
dependencies so that the surface activity planning process
could accommodate the schedule change.
Instrument Deployment System
The Instrument Deployment System (IDS) consists of the
hardware and software used to deploy the science payloads
from the deck to the surface. It includes the Instrument
Deployment Arm (IDA), which has the grapple, scoop, and
Instrument Deployment Camera (IDC) end effectors, the
Instrument Context Camera (ICC), motor controller
hardware, and flight software (see Figure 1 for ICC and other
elements in Figure 2).

Figure 2. Diagram of the Instrument Deployment System, with the grapple and scoop end effectors and the IDC
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The IDA is a four degree-of-freedom robotic arm arranged in
a yaw, pitch, pitch, pitch configuration. The IDA and scoop
together form a backhoe configuration [8]. The scoop
consists of an open bucket with a blade at the digging opening
and a blade on the back side. The grapple end effector has
five fingers in a nominally closed configuration when
unpowered. A heated paraffin actuator is used to open the
fingers and grapple the spherical-cap grapple hooks on the
payloads [8]. The grapple hangs by a compliant cable at the
end of the IDA forearm, and is positioned using the three
degrees-of-freedom of the IDA and gravity.

working group consisted of mission operations stakeholders
plus geology and physical properties sub-teams. Site
selection was driven by evaluating payload requirements on
obstacles, tilt, and other geophysical properties.
The site selection was organized around three imaging
campaigns. Major feature identification began with the first
images taken by the ICC. A full workspace survey was
performed by the IDC after the IDA was unstowed. These 56
images were stitched together to create a mosaic and a digital
elevation map among other products. ISSWG selected
preliminary deployment locations for SEIS/WTS and HP3
and recommended areas for two 24-image close-up mosaics.
These more detailed mosaics were used to further confirm the
sites met all requirements before final selection was
presented to management for approval.

The IDC and ICC are color cameras with 1024x1024
resolution detectors [9]. The IDC has a 45x45 degree field of
view and can be pointed at targets on and near the lander by
moving the IDA. The ICC is fixed to the underside of the
lander deck. A fish-eye lens gives the ICC a 124x124 degree
field of view and can see most of the deployment workspace.

4. IDP PREPARATION

Testbed (ForeSight)

IDP preparation encompassed flight system testing, team
training, and maturation of operations tools and products. The
team conducted deployment tests of varying scope and
fidelity using both the flight IDA and instruments and the
engineering and qualifications models in the testbed. Lander,
payload, and IDA sequences, procedures, and tools were
developed and rehearsed in several small- and full-team
readiness tests.

InSight’s earthbound twin is a testbed mockup colloquially
referred to as ‘ForeSight’. ForeSight has spacecraft-like
avionics and the engineering model of the IDA and IDA
electronics (Figure 3). A garnet-filled ‘sandbox’ surrounds
the testbed, allowing the workspace to be sculpted with rocks
and other terrain features. Qualification (weight and shape
representative) models of the payloads were mounted on the
testbed deck and were deployed using the arm. A constant
force spring was attached to the building’s gantry crane to
provide an offload to Mars-like gravity. The SEIS model used
an Arduino and translatable feet to perform flight-like
leveling. The testbed also features overhead lighting to mimic
Mars surface lighting conditions (orange glow in images).

Deployment Scenario Tests and Test Cases
Three Deployment Scenario Tests (DSTs) were executed in
the lander integration and test phase. These tests used the
flight IDA with the flight instruments. The DSTs were based
on the flight-like capture, lift, and place movements in the
deployment timeline (Figure 4). Gravity offload was
provided by a large inflatable balloon that attached to the top
of each payload. Testing also exercised the non-explosive
frangibolts, which were used to restrain the payloads to the
deck, open the camera covers, release the tether storage box,
and separate the LSA plates. Since the DSTs validated endto-end flight system functionality, there was no lander or
workspace tilt.

Figure 3. Rocky workspace practice with WTS and HP3
The testbed was used extensively prior to landing and during
surface operations for rehearsals, V&V, and demonstration of
surface sequences. In flight-like rehearsals, testbed telemetry
and images could be delivered to the InSight operations area.
Once on the surface, all major IDA flight sequences were
executed in the testbed prior to uplinking to the lander.
Instrument Site Selection Working Group
Figure 4. SEIS deployment in DST-3 at LM.

The Instrument Site Selection Working Group (ISSWG)
process selected the payload deployment locations. The
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Though the Elysium Planitia landing ellipse was generally
flat and featureless, local terrain features could potentially
create lander and/or workspace tilts up to 15 degrees with
respect to gravity. To prepare for this, 28 Test Cases (TCs)
were completed in the testbed prior to landing. Each TC
exercised a combination of lander pitch and roll with
workspace pitch, roll, and variable height between the lander
deck and the workspace (Figure 5).

ActID documentation was generated by the respective teams
to communicate the resources needed prior to and throughout
an activity. IDA ActIDs also specified the arm’s starting and
concluding pose.
Surface activities were tied to 43 GNG decision gates
throughout the deployment timeline. In preparation for
landing, the operations team listed specific data products to
assess and the teams responsible for producing and
evaluating each assessment. Example data was included as
necessary.
Team Training
Surface training was completed with small-team rehearsals
and full-team Operational Readiness Tests (ORTs). The
focus of the training was to orient the team to Mars-like flight
planning on a condensed, success-oriented timeline with
limited visibility into the lander’s state and activities.
‘Threadlet’ rehearsals were focused tests with the
deployment systems, testbed, and IDA teams. The focus of
each threadlet was on a specific aspect of deployment such as
pinning mass adjustment or payload regrappling and
repositioning. Threadlet scope only included development of
IDS sequences and small-team data downlink and uplink
meetings. The testbed workspace of each threadlet was
prepared by the testbed team and executed with the
deployment and IDA teams in-the-blind to exercise decisionmaking limited to flight-like telemetry and images.

Figure 5. WTS deployed to a pitched workspace. Blocks
and boards were used to achieve the TC terrain.
Each TC was evaluated for placement accuracy of the
payloads. Placement errors were measured using a Vicon
metrology system, which used marker balls placed on the
payloads and static mounted sensors. Testing at extreme tilts
helped reveal the complex interactions between the IDA,
lander deck components, tethers, payloads, and the ground.

ISSWG performed three practices prior to landing. For each
rehearsal, the testbed workspace was also prepared in-theblind. The ISSWG trainings aimed to create challenging
workspaces that would test the team in finding a suitable
deployment location (Figure 3). The last rehearsal was
completed in October 2018 and exercised team operations in
a flight-like cadence with flight-like tools.

Surface Product Development
The operations team prepared sequences and template Single
Sol Timelines (SSTs) prior to landing. Flight sequences are
ordered spacecraft commands that control the spacecraft, IDS
subsystem, and payloads. They were developed by the
deployment systems and IDS teams and were iterated and
V&V’d in the testbed. The IDS team used the Robot
Sequencing and Visualization Program (RSVP) software
package to simulate arm motions [10]. RSVP is able to
incorporate terrain models, models of the lander and
elements, and the IDA flight software to produce high quality
simulations of movement sequences.

Full operations team training was done through nominal and
off-nominal surface ORTs. The ORTs focused on formally
exercising the team’s personnel, processes, and tools. The
operations team would start their shift with a data downlink
from the testbed and would respond to the available
information. Anomaly resolution processes were exercised
for both planned and unplanned anomalies. The operations
team worked to a flight-like shift schedule and had to prepare
uplink products prior to a simulated deadline. The testbed
team ran the sequences at night in between shifts.

SSTs were a modeling tool that detailed the execution order
and duration of deployment timeline activities. An SST was
developed for each sol index. These timelines were input into
the JPL Activity Plan Generator (APGEN) software, which
modeled generated data volume, power generation and
consumption, battery state-of-charge, temperatures, and
execution time [11]. APGEN also flagged errors and conflicts
between activities. In surface execution, the pre-landing
SSTs were used as a starting point in the look-ahead planning
process, which planned the activities for the next few sols.

Marsforming
The deployment workspace was the biggest unknown prior to
landing – a complex workspace could have added significant
complexity in selecting suitable deployment locations. The
testbed was the highest fidelity simulation available and was
used extensively in the TCs and team training exercises. Prior
to landing, the testbed team created and practiced a process
called ‘Marsforming’ to construct a high-fidelity replica of
the actual Martian terrain in the sandbox in front of
ForeSight.

Each surface activity was assigned an Activity Identification
(ActID) number, which could be used once or repeatedly.
5

Marsforming merged the digital elevation maps into an
augmented reality environment (Figure 6). Testbed team
members wore Microsoft HoloLens headsets to impose the
digital elevation data wherever the user was looking. The
HoloLens contained range sensors and provided indication to
match the sandbox workspace terrain to the height and tilt of
the Mars workspace. The team worked to reduce errors down
to less than 3 cm in the primary instrument deployment
locations in preparation for validating the flight sequences.

When the Earth day occurred during the Martian night, the
operations team prepared uplink products before the lander
awoke in the Martian morning. The Martian day is slightly
longer than Earth’s day, causing the uplink deadline to move
about 40 minutes each day. Since the operations team only
worked Earth prime shift, this sliding deadline would
eventually be too late and the team would move to everyother-day ‘restricted sols’.
Each operations team shift was managed as a tactical process,
enabling a quick response to activity completion and
anomalies. A typical tactical shift lasted up to 12 hours. Shifts
started with a downlink assessment, followed by an uplink
process to develop products for the next sol, and a look-ahead
process to plan sols farther in the future. Data downlink was
received prior to or during the start of each shift. The
downlink team evaluated telemetry, images, and performed
the GNG assessments. Status was concurred at a downlink
assessment meeting before the final downlink GNG was
reported in the uplink kickoff meeting.
Depending on the GNG outcome, the uplink team would
proceed with the nominal plan developed by the previous
look-ahead planners or create a new activity plan to respond
to the downlink conditions. An Anomaly Response Team
(ART) was convened as necessary to respond to significant
surprises and anomalies. The uplink process included an
activity plan approval meeting to approve each sol’s plans,
followed by sequence writing, sequence review, and final
command bundle approval. The look-ahead planning team
worked concurrently with the uplink process to plan future
sols.

Figure 6. Top: ForeSight and augmented reality
overlays. Bottom: Team Marsforming with headsets

Checkout Activities (Indexes A – E, sols 0 – 10)

5. DEPLOYMENT EXECUTION
Surface activities mainly occurred during the Martian day
when the lander was awake. The operations team bundled
surface activities into a single uplink that was directly
transmitted to the lander in the Martian morning. After
completing the daytime activities, data was relayed to Earth
through the Mars orbiters. InSight generally received an
afternoon pass from Mars Odyssey and Mars Reconnaissance
Orbiter [3]. The data was returned to the operations team
when the orbiters later downlinked to Earth.

Sol index

A B C D E F G H

I

J

Execution of the IDP’s 32 pre-planned sol indexes (A – AF)
was nominally expected to take 54 sols. Actual execution
spanned 52 tactical shifts and 87 sols (Figure 7).

The first pictures were received immediately after touchdown
(Index A, sol 0) via relay from the MarCO CubeSats. The
dusty and still-covered ICC showed a reassuringly benign
deployment workspace. Tilt measurements from the lander’s
inertial measurement unit showed a tilt of about 4 degrees.
ForeSight was adjusted to match the lander tilt and deck
height above the surface. The first IDC showed the lander
was in a smooth area surrounded by larger rocks (Figure 8).

K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z AA AB AC AD AE AF

Planned sols

0–4

5–8

14 – 37

38 – 42

44 – 54

Actual sols

0 – 10

12 – 16

18 – 63

64 – 71

73 – 87

Activities

Checkout
Activities

Instrument
Site

SEIS Deployment & SEIS Site Acceptance

WTS
Deployment

HP3 Deployment

Certification

Figure 7. Deployment phase activities with planned and as-executed sols
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imaging of parts of the lander deck (Figure 9). The HP3
radiometer began calibration at night.

Figure 8. First ICC and IDC images following landing.
The first full sol of activities (Index B, sol 1) verified the
software parameters of the IDA and began IDA joint
temperature monitoring. All frangibolt heater circuits were
verified, and the frangibolt securing the IDA and grapple was
released. The first part of IDA unstow (Index C) was
expected to begin the next sol, but the Deep Space Network
was unable to lock on the lander’s signal to uplink the
sequences due to a known idiosyncrasy related to coldtemperature characteristics of the lander’s radio. The lander’s
command loss timer expired and the system entered safe
mode, which is a minimally-functioning mode designed to
isolate faults, establish contact with Earth, and keep the
lander in a sustainable thermal and power state [12]. Safe
mode recovery was completed on sol 3.
Unstow part 1 resumed on sol 4 and the ICC cover frangibolt
was released. A significant amount of debris remained on the
ICC lens from landing (Figure 9). The first on-deck
checkouts of SEIS, HP3, and the APSS weather station were
completed. SEIS confirmed a lander tilt of about 4 degrees.
The ISSWG team began evaulating the workspace with the
first ICC images. Other than one large rock and a few smaller
rocks to the lander’s right, the workspace appeared flat and
obstacle free – a major relief to the team (Figure 9).
The second half of the unstow (Index D) began on sol 5.
During the sequence, an IDC image was attempted when the
sun was within the field of view and the IDC entered a
payload safe mode (the lander remained in nominal mode)
and did not damage the camera. IDC was recovered and
unstow was completed on sol 8 along with post-unstow

Figure 9. ICC cover open (sol 5). IDC of payloads (sol 8)
Concerns of the ICC dust delayed the release of the IDC
frangibolts to sol 10 (Index E). This sol was IDC focused,
taking a horizontal mosaic of the surroundings, a close up
view of the color calibration target, and a view of one of the
HP3 radiometer’s field-of-view spots. The IDC was also used
to image the lander’s two front footpads for a landed stability
assessment. HP3 radiometer calibration continued.
Instrument Site Certification (F – H, sols 12 – 16)
Surface activity focus shifted to characterizing the workspace
to identify payload deployment locations. An IDC workspace
survey (Index F) was performed on sol 12 with the IDC 1.5m
above the ground. This activity took 56 slightly overlapping
images that were stitched together to create a full mosaic
(Figure 10, left). Precise IDA movements between each IDC
image enabled three-dimensional stereoscopic data to be
derived from the single camera. This sol also imaged fiducial
targets (black and clear targets) on the lander deck to provide
a distance estimate between the lander deck and surface.
The Multi-mission Image Processing Laboratory (MIPL)
processed the mosaic and made the images and 3D maps for
the ISSWG team. Different overlays were created to reflect
terrain tilts, roughness, and other focus areas. Regions were
colored green, yellow, and red to reflect deployment site
requirement compliance. The MIPL products confirmed that
the workspace was remarkably benign. Interactive 3D

Figure 10. ISSWG tools and process: the workspace mosaic overlaid with the limits of the IDA reachable workspace
in blue (left). Visualization of the final deployment locations (right).
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software tools were used to visualize different deployment
locations (Figure 10, right). The ISSWG team selected two
primary focus regions for SEIS/WTS and HP3 for the
operations team to image in higher detail.

The deployment sequence included a final overdrive after
expected touchdown to confirm that the payload’s feet were
in contact with the ground by visibly introducing slack into
the grapple’s compliant cable. Prior to opening the grapple,
the overdrive slack was removed on sol 24. SEIS began
collecting site acceptance data and reported a workspace tilt
of about 2 degrees. The grapple was opened and SEIS was
released on sol 25 (Index L). Though the deployment was
complete, several further surface activities were required to
accept the placement and commission the instrument.

While ISSWG was working with the mosaics, the operations
team proceeded with SEIS on-deck characterization (Index
G) on sol 14. This calibrated the short period seismometer
and took measurements of the on-deck environment. The IDC
completed below deck imaging of the ICC and lander
footpads (including the rear one) and a science panorama.
The mission also took its first IDC ‘tau’ image, which is a
picture of the atmosphere to determine the opacity or optical
depth (tau) of the Martian atmosphere relevant to power
modeling and generation. The HP3 radiometer cover was
opened and began taking hourly measurements.

An imaging assessment of the SEIS deployment was
completed on sol 26 (Index M). This sol also included a
checkout of the tether storage box heaters in preparation for
releasing the remaining tether length. Using the fiducials on
top of SEIS, the placement error was determined to be within
a few centimeters of the ISSWG selected location.

Sol 16 (Index H) took two 24-image mosaics of the ISSWG
preferred deployment locations with the IDC 1.2 meters
above the ground. This closer imaging provided more detail
to confirm the deployment requirements were met. The
testbed team used the high-detail mosaic data to complete the
Marsforming of the ForeSight sandbox.

SEIS leveled itself to within 0.1 degrees of level on sol 26
(Index N), and the VBB seismometer was powered on for the
first time. The IDA entered a payload safe mode on sol 30
due to a command error, and post-leveling imaging of SEIS
was completed on sol 32. SEIS performed an initial
recentering (Index O) on sol 35, which prepared the VBBs
for science data collection. A final localization of the SEIS
deployment location was performed with a technique called
‘grapple localization’, which places the grapple over the
deployed element’s grapple hook and measures the
separation distance using ICC and IDC images. The SEIS
team formally accepted the site, since future installation
activities would make it difficult to reposition SEIS.

SEIS Deployment and Site Acceptance (I – V, sols 18 – 63)
While the ISSWG team was evaluating the high-detail
imaging, preparations were made for SEIS deployment.
Below deck stereoscopic footpad imaging was taken in the
first part of sol 18 (Index I) prior to unstowing the grapple.
The grapple was placed a few centimeters above the SEIS
grapple hook. SEIS was subsequently captured on sol 20
(Index J). After capture, the ISSWG team presented their
deployment site recommendations and received final
approval from project management. The decision was a ‘go’
to proceed for SEIS deployment on sol 22.

The frangibolts on the tether storage box were released (sol
37, Index P), and the remaining tether slack dropped to the
surface. The tether and LSA were subsequently imaged on
sol 38 (Index Q) with a focus on localizing the grapple hook
on top of the tether’s weighted pinning mass. The VBBs were
moved to their stowed position to prepare for the LSA
separation. The LSA frangibolt was released on the next day
(sol 40, Index R). Imaging of the LSA showed that the plates
did not separate sufficiently to isolate lander/tether noise
from SEIS.

The SEIS deployment (Index K) was one of the most
complex IDA sequences. Deployment was scheduled for the
evening, when the cooler temperatures would help prevent
IDA joint motors from backdriving (uncommanded slipping
due to gravity). The three frangibolts were released, and the
20-minute movement sequence started. The IDA lifted and
swung around to peel the stiff tether from its hook-and-loop
deck attachment. The arm then extended SEIS to extract
tether from the tether storage box. The evening deployment
time meant that confirmation of deployment success was not
relayed until the morning orbiter overflights on sol 23.

Incomplete separation was expected, and the team developed
a strategy to separate the LSA by using the IDA scoop to pull
back on the pinning mass’s grapple hook. To perform this,
the grapple had to be restowed onto the restraint (Index S).
This process was very challenging and took 4 attempts on
sols 42, 44, and 46 before being successfully captured on sol
50 (Figure 12). The complexity centered on coaxing the
compliant grapple restraint into the grapple fingers before
they closed and is discussed further in Section 6. As the
restow was being attempted, SEIS leveled itself low to the
surface and recentered the VBBs (Index T).

Figure 11. SEIS deployment via ICC and IDC (sol 23)
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descend to the surface. The ART determined this was from
the storage duration and the cold temperatures at deployment
time. The skirt relaxed and sealed around SEIS over the
following sols.
Similar to the SEIS deployment, the WTS deployment
sequence had an overdrive that required a grapple adjustment
on sol 70 prior to release on sol 72 (Index Y). Final imaging
of the WTS location (Index Z) was completed on sol 71. An
HP3 pre-deployment checkout was also performed.
Figure 12. Left: Frame from unsuccessful grapple stow
attempt (sol 46). Right: LSA plate separation (sol 61)

HP3 deployment (AA – AF, sols 73 – 87)
WTS payload grapple localization was performed prior to
placing the grapple hook over HP3 (sol 73, Index AA). HP3
was then captured (Index AB) and deployed in the morning
of sol 76 (Index AC). HP3’s deployment location was several
centimeters closer to the lander than expected; cold
temperatures may have stiffened the engineering tether and
inhibited easy extraction from the HP3 support structure.

With the grapple stowed, pinning mass adjustment (Index U)
was performed on sols 56, 59, and 61. The first attempt
missed the top of the grapple hook. The subsequent attempts
ultimately separated the LSA by about 2 centimeters at the
closest corner (Figure 12). During the pinning mass
adjustment campaign, the HP3 deployment site was reimaged
on sol 58. Final SEIS imaging (Index V) was completed on
sol 62 before the grapple was placed over WTS on sol 63 and
SEIS installation was complete.
WTS deployment (W – Z, sols 64 – 71)
WTS was captured on sol 64 (Index W) before being lifted
and placed atop of SEIS in the morning of sol 66 (Index X).
Placement accuracy was the primary focus for the WTS
deployment. Contact between the WTS sides and SEIS or
LSA would result in noise being transferred into the
instrument. The placement was successful with ample margin
between SEIS and WTS (Figure 13).

Figure 14. ICC showing WTS and HP3 (sol 87)
HP3 on-ground checkout was completed on sol 77. Two
grapple adjustments were needed on sols 79 and 81 prior to
the grapple hook release on sol 83 (Index AD). Final HP3
imaging documentation was taken in the next shift (sol 85,
Index AE). The final shift of the IDP was on sol 87 with
payload grapple localization and mole release (Index AF).
Confirmation came down on February 25, 2019, wrapping up
nearly 3 months of deployment activities.

6. CHALLENGES AND LESSONS LEARNED

Figure 13. ICC image during WTS deployment (sol 66)

The IDP faced several challenges and surprises that are
captured as lessons learned for future missions with similar
concepts of operations.

SEIS showed an immediate reduction in environmental noise.
The WTS skirt, which was comprised of thermal blanket
layers and a metal chain-mail material, initially failed to
9
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include the overdrive motion at the end of the IDA
deployment sequence. While the overdrive guaranteed the
payloads were on the surface, grapple adjustments prior to
release accounted for four additional sols to the nominal plan.

In the development of the deployment timeline, the team
architected a nominal, success-oriented process. However,
surprises and delays were expected. The team tracked liens
and threats that could be realized on the surface depending on
the conditions. In reality, nearly every pre-planned sol was
altered in some way as the team responded to anomalies and
opportunities. For example, IDA backdriving concerns
moved the deployment from the middle of the sol to the
evening and effectively added a sol to wait for deployment
success. Other sols had opportunistic science activities
added, such as below deck imaging of the holes created by
the descent engines on sol 18.

Future missions may consider adding additional cameras for
stereoscopic capability, similar to the camera pairs
traditionally used on the Mars rovers. Two under-deck fixed
cameras could have aided localization of the payloads when
planning for pinning mass adjustment and WTS deployment.
An additional IDA mounted camera could have provided
stereoscopic capability without needing to move the IDA
between images.
Grapple Restow

In operations, the team followed a philosophy of
continuously pushing forward while not compromising
mission safety or success. When the ART needed to be
convened, they worked quickly to provide a preliminary
recommendation to the uplink team so they would know
which plans to include. In the end, the extra 20 tactical shifts
and 23 sols over the nominal plan were within expectations.
Maintaining both the timeline and liens list was essential in
preparing for the surface while communicating that surprises
were likely in this first-of-a-kind phase.

Prior to launch, the grapple was stowed against the side of the
IDA by hand. The original design was optimized to restrain
the grapple through landing, where it would be left unstowed
for the remainder of the mission (Figure 15). When it was
realized that the LSA plates might not separate sufficiently in
the frangibolt release, a strategy was developed to restow the
grapple to the restraint so that the scoop could be used.
The operations team planned and tested a technique akin to
the ‘ball-and-cup’ game, where the IDA would point nearly
vertical, open the grapple fingers, and then swing the IDA so
that the restraint fell into the fingers [8]. The team
successfully tested this activity on Earth using the IDA
engineering model but required four attempts on Mars.

Dust on the Cameras
The first mission surprise was the amount of dust left on the
ICC after the cover was released on sol 4. Dirt likely
accumulated on top of the ICC during the landing and
remained on the lens when the cover was opened downwards.
Fortunately, the amount of dust seen on sol 4 was not
detrimental to the ISSWG process. The Martian wind also
provided a slow cleaning to the lens (compare Figure 9 to
Figure 14). Though the IDC was initially clean, dust was
deposited on the lens during one of the grapple restow
attempts.
Use of an active cleaning system would add complexity to a
system’s design, but future missions could benefit from a
more robust strategy to inhibit dust buildup on the lenses
during landing and cover release.
Stereoscopic Imaging
Stereoscopic imaging with the IDC was essential to creating
the 3D terrain maps for placement and for localizing the
payload fiducials. Since the IDC was the only camera that
could be moved, all stereoscopic imaging depended on
precise IDA movements between images. This movement
introduced IDA position errors that inherently limited how
accurately the imaged targets could be localized. The errors
were especially prevalent in the camera’s boresight direction.

Figure 15. An IDC image of the IDA with the grapple
stowed on the grapple restraint mechanism on sol 8

Measurement uncertainties contributed to the miss of the first
pinning mass adjustment on sol 56. The team sought to
minimize errors by taking simultaneous images with the IDC
and ICC when a target was visible to both, though the ICC’s
resolution and field of view limited resolving power. The
measurement errors also contributed to the decision to

Differences in gravity and grapple configuration between the
testbed and Mars caused differing behavior of the grapple
fingers relative to the grapple restraint mechanism. The
lower Martian weight of the grapple was insufficient to cause
the fingers to slide around the ball of the grapple restraint
10

mechanism. The image sequence in Figure 16 shows frames
from one of the unsuccessful attempts.

frame rate capability would have enhanced the data gathering
capability of the IDC and potentially sped up the recapture.
Pinning Mass Adjustment
The pinning mass adjustment to open the LSA was one of the
most precise IDA surface maneuvers. Separating it too little
could allow the LSA to relax and close again over time.
Conversely, separating the LSA too much could result in
physical interference when the WTS was placed over it. A
testbed campaign determined the ideal LSA separation would
be about 2 cm at the closest corner. Ground testing predicted
that 5 cm of pinning mass pull would be necessary to achieve
ideal separation. The flight sequences were architected to
move and preload the scoop against the pinning mass grapple
hook before pulling back by a few cm. This distance was
conservative because the team was unsure of the soil
mechanics and interactions between the pinning mass and the
surface. After this pull, the IDA was withdrawn to image the
LSA separation.
The grapple hook extended about 1.5 cm above the tether, so
the IDA had to be maneuvered carefully to avoid damaging
the tether with the sharp scoop blade. On the sol 56 first
attempt, the team’s conservativeness caused the scoop to
skim over the top of the pinning mass and move it by about 1
mm. At this point in the IDP, the team was still working with
a 1 cm vertical error between the IDA/lander deck and the
surface. This error magnitude was as best as could be
determined from the fiducial imaging and sol 35 SEIS
grapple localization. While the first attempt resulted in a
refining of the vertical error, it provided little information
about the surface soil properties.

Figure 16. Unsuccessful grapple restow (sol 46). The
bottom left image shows the grapple displacing the
compliant restraint.
After three unsuccessful attempts to stow the grapple on
Mars, the team developed and tested an update to the re-stow
maneuver that used gravity to ‘pre-load’ the grapple fingers
against the restraint ball prior to opening the grapple. This
provided enough force to slide the fingers around the restraint
ball in Martian environment so that the restow could succeed
(Figure 17).

The sol 59 attempt placed the scoop 7 mm lower and 1 cm
closer horizontally to the pinning mass grapple hook. An
additional 2 cm pull was added to the sol 56 pull distance and
resulted in the pinning mass sliding 3.4 cm back overall. The
LSA began to separate but remained in contact on one corner.
The sol 62 sequence added an additional 3 cm of pull distance
to successfully open the LSA. Figure 18 shows the LSA
before and after separation.

Figure 17. Left: IDC image of the grapple preloading the
restraint. Right: Success! (sol 50).
Image Speed Capability
While working through the grapple restow attempts, the
operations team created new sequences that would take
images as quickly as possible and capture the dynamics
between the grapple fingers and the restraint. The cameras
were not originally developed to take images quickly. While
this limitation was fine for the planned surface activities, the
team was only able to speed up the images so that an image
frame could be obtained every 30 – 40 seconds. A higher

Figure 18. LSA separation on sol 41 (left) and 61 (right).
The pinning mass is pulled towards the lander.
If the grapple could not be stowed, the mission’s backup
strategy was to lift the pinning mass grapple hook with the
grapple. This maneuver would have been extremely difficult
11

due to the tether stiffness, compliance in the grapple cable,
and an IDA motion that would be up, back, and down.
Fortunately, the grapple successfully restowed.

contract with the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration.
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